Unknown Feelings

Theyâ€™re married but not in loveâ€¦ Blair has been married to Don for years. But itâ€™s an
arranged marriage for business reasonsâ€”which makes it anything but a normal relationship.
On the outside they have it allâ€”a multimillion dollar penthouse, several luxury cars, and a
fulltime maid. Sleeping with others on the side while maintaining a perfect married life to
everyone else has always worked for them. But when Blair catches Don in a provocative
situation she never would have saw comingâ€¦ â€¦things are starting to change. Now Blair
must question everything she thought she knew about Don and their arranged marriage. But
the one question that frightens her the mostâ€¦ Does she actually have love for her husband?
Spicy hot, arousing, and loving. Unknown Feelings is the perfect blend of racy and sensual.
Luck you! This story comes with FREE BONUS STORIES in the back! For a piece of the
sexiness- click look inside or download a sample.
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Have you ever had the persistent feeling that you were out of place, or felt a sense of sadness
that you will never know what will happen to your.
Why am I like this Why do I sit here and lie These feelings that make no sense Just makes me
want to die I should be happy But sometimes I'm.
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One obvious one is when I'm stressed and am just driving the car alone, listening to the radio,
and just feeling anxious. Like when something's. Each original definition aims to fill a hole in
the language â€” to give a name to emotions we all might experience but don't yet have a word
for, . Read Meaning. from the story Unknown Feelings by sheballin3 with 36 reads.
nonfiction, love, poetry. Some things hold more meaning to you than to others. A manan ff
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